Loctek to Preview New Sit-Stand Desktop Risers at NeoCon 2017
Chicago, June 5, 2017 -- NeoCon 2017 -- Booth: 7-3118 -- Loctek, an innovative leader in
ergonomic workspace solutions, will showcase its newest sit-stand desktop risers on June 1214 at NeoCon 2017 in Chicago.
Everyone from corporate facility managers to work-from-home entrepreneurs, and office
furniture distributors will have the opportunity to see and experience Loctek’s latest desktop
risers, which feature larger work surfaces, corner-friendly configurations, and tech-savvy builtins.
“We can’t wait for NeoCon attendees to visit our booth and explore these desktop risers for
themselves,” said Lane Xiang, Loctek CEO. “Our engineers went through painstaking efforts to
make sure each riser provides a seamless and intuitive transition from sitting to standing so our
customers can enjoy the maximum benefits of an active workstation.”
Featured Model: PC36
Of the four models that will be featured at NeoCon, Loctek will shine a spotlight on model PC36.
This versatile sit-stand desktop riser can be used on either a corner desk or a standard table. It
comes with an adjustable tilting document holder that can hold documents, or a tablet. It also
features a quick-release keyboard tray with multiple height adjustments that allow it to be
lowered up to three inches below the table for maximum wrist comfort.
The product’s built-in USB ports allow users to quickly plug in their devices without having to
reach or bend into uncomfortable positions. And, like all Loctek desktop risers, PC36 is
designed with gas springs to provide smooth and even support so transitioning from sitting to
standing is safer and more reliable.
Model PL36
Also debuting at NeoCon is Loctek’s model PL36. Like PC36, it comes with the same enhanced
set of features. The key difference is the rectangular configuration. It’s available in black, white
and wood finish to complement any office décor.

Models LX36 and LXC41
Loctek will also showcase new models LX36 and LXC41. The straight up and down movement
of these two sit-stand desktop risers provides enhanced stability and minimizes the amount of
space needed to add them to an existing workstation. Keeping devices powered while working
is also easier than ever thanks to the product’s built-in USB ports.
“Our passion for transforming all workspaces into healthier, more productive environments
drives us to continue creating solutions that can work in every office situation,” said Lane Xiang.
“We truly believe NeoCon attendees will find that we have a solution for everyone.”
Wellness Workspace
In addition to displaying its newest sit-stand desktop risers, Loctek will give NeoCon attendees
the chance to explore the complete sit-stand-move experience by previewing the Wellness
Workspace product line. This integrated workstation combines Loctek’s height-adjustable desks,
ergonomic monitor mounts, and calorie-burning under desk bikes.
To experience the Wellness Workspace in person, or to try one of the featured sit-stand desktop
risers, visit Booth 7-3118 at NeoCon 2017. You can also learn more now by visiting
http://www.loctek.us.

About Loctek
Loctek designs and manufactures ergonomic solutions that bring healthy movement to the
modern workplace. Products include height-adjustable desks, sit-stand desktop workstations,
computer monitor mounts, and wellness bikes. With two U.S. offices in California and
Tennessee, Loctek provides smooth purchasing and shipping service including product support,
just-in-time delivery, packaging, distribution, and customer service. More information about the
company is available on its website: http://www.loctek.us.
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